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Thomas mechanism in electron capture to the continuum
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Thomas mechanism is theoretically shown to be present for the electron capture to the continuum~ECC!
processes in ion-atom ionizing collisions. By focusing on the recoil-ion momentum distribution, a prominent
peak structure at 60° from the backward direction is observed near the kinematical threshold. This recoil-ion
critical angle corresponds to the Thomas double-scattering mechanism for electron capture. The theoretical
description of this ECC Thomas peak in ionization collisions requires accounting for the interaction of the
electron with both the projectile and the residual target.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa
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I. INTRODUCTION

Up to now, most of our understanding of single-ionizati
processes in ion-atom collisions has come from the stud
singly and doubly differential cross sections of the projec
and/or the emitted electron. For instance, the electron ve
ity ve distribution is known to show three conspicuous stru
tures. These are a shoulder on a ‘‘sphere’’ centered on
projectile velocityv with a radius approximately equal tov,
and two cusp-shaped peaks located at the origin andv, re-
spectively. The first of these structures is ascribed to a bin
projectile-electron collision@1#. The peaks have been trad
tionally attributed to a mechanism where the ejected elec
ends up in a low-lying continuum state of the ‘‘charged
residual target~‘‘soft collision electrons’’! @2# or the projec-
tile @‘‘electron capture to the continuum~ECC!’’ # @3–6#.

A proper theoretical description of these peaks requ
the analysis of the electron moving in the combined poten
fields of the projectile and the residual target ion@7#. Thus,
multiple scattering~i.e., three-body! effects could be impor-
tant for understanding these features@8,9#. In the present
paper we are interested in analyzing the role of double s
tering effects in the electron capture to the continuum p
cess.

Already in 1927, Thomas argued that the capture of
electron into a bound state of the projectile should be do
nated at high impact energies by three-body effects@10#.
Classically, for a heavy projectileP to be able to capture a
electron e from an atom, a double-scattering mechani
would be necessary in order to lead the electron close to
projectile in velocity space. First, the electron has to
knocked by the projectile toward the target nucleusT at an
angle of 60° with a speedve;v. Then it has to undergo a
second elastic collision with the target nucleus that devia
it back into the direction of the projectile. The momentu
transfer to the electron in the first collision modifies the t
jectory of the projectile by an angleuTh;A3me/2M P , where
me andM P are the masses of the electron and the projec
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respectively. In a quantum-mechanical description, this T
mas two-step process is reproduced by the second term
Born expansion@11,12#. At asymptotically high velocities,
this term dominates over all other Born orders for electr
capture@12#. In particular, exact numerical second Born ca
culations for 1s-1s charge exchange in H11H collisions
have shown that a Thomas peak appears at this partic
angle uTh in the angular differential cross section for th
scattering of the projectile at energies above 5 MeV@13#.
Similar results were provided by continuum-distorted wa
@14# and coupling-channel calculations@15#. Finally, the ex-
istence of this peak was experimentally verified in 1983
Pedersen, Cocke, and Sto¨ckli @16#. Dettmann@17# and Briggs
@8# discussed the occurrence of a similar structure in
projectile’s angular differential cross section for ECC, b
argued that it should be negligible for ion scattering. W
propose here a different approach to this subject and sho
an unambiguous way the existence of the Thomas me
nism in ECC.

The advancement of experimental techniques, s
as the cold-target recoil-ion momentum spectrosco
~COLTRIMS! @18–20#, has provided a new tool for studyin
ion-atom ionization collisions by focusing not only on th
projectile scattering and/or the electron emission, but also
the target-ion recoil@18#. One of the aspects of the enhanc
picture provided by the analysis of the third collision partn
is the relationship between the kinematical threshold of
longitudinal recoil-ion momentumPRi and the ECC proces
@21,22#. Moreover, while the single differential cross sectio
in the projectile’s angle diverges for the ECC process,
recoil-ion momentum distribution remains finite at the kin
matical threshold.

In this paper, we take advantage of this fact to look fo
fingerprint of the Thomas mechanism in the ECC proce
The theory is outlined in the next section, followed by t
results section.

II. THEORY

Generally, the double differential cross sections in t
recoil-ion momentumPR ~DDCS! can be obtained from the

i-
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ionization transition matrixTi f by ~atomic units are used
throughout! @22#

ds

dPR
5

1

4p2v2 E uTi f u2 d~PR'2q1ve'!

3dS PRi1
v
2

2
u« i u
v

2uve2vu2/2v Dd3ved
2q, ~1!

whereq is the perpendicular projectile transfer momentu
and « i is the initial binding energy of the target electro
(PRi) and (PR') are the components of the recoil-ion m
mentum parallel and perpendicular to the impact veloc
respectively. In this equation we have neglected terms
order 1/M P and 1/MT , whereM P andMT are the masses o
the projectile and target, respectively. We clearly see
there exists a threshold in the longitudinal recoil-ion mom
tum given by

PRi
min52

v
2

1
u« i u
v

, ~2!

which corresponds tove5v, this is to the ECC peak in the
electron velocity distribution.

Owing to the delta functions in expression~1!, we may
readily obtain

ds

dPR
5

v8

4p2v
E uTi f u2dv̂8 ~3!

where the remaining integral is taken over the solid angle
the relative electron-projectile velocityv85ve2v, the trans-
verse momentum conservation should be considered in
T-matrix element calculation, and

v85A2v~PRi2PRi
min!. ~4!

According to the final-state interaction theory@23#, the
behavior of the ionization cross section for small values
the relative electron-projectile velocity~i.e., for PRi'PRi

min)
can be shown to be dominated by the normalization of
corresponding continuum wave functionCv8(r 8) for the
electron-projectile system@24#, namely,

ds

dPR
5F~v8!

ds̃

dPR
, ~5!

with F(v8)5(2p)3uCv8(0)u2. From Eqs.~3! and ~5!, the
reduced DDCSds̃/dPR goes linearly to zero asv8→0 near
the threshold. However, in this limit the distortion fact
F(v8) diverges as

F~v8!'
2pZP

v8
~6!

for an ionic projectile of chargeZP.0, and therefore
ds/dPR is finite at threshold.
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We evaluate the recoil-ion momentum distributio
ds/dPR near this threshold by means of the continuum d
torted wave-eikonal initial state~CDW-EIS! approximation,
as introduced by Crothers and McCann@25# for ion-atom
ionizing collisions. While the initial scattering state is di
torted by an eikonal phase factor for the electron-projec
Coulomb interaction, the final state incorporates the inter
tion of the emitted electron with both the projectile and t
residual target ion through a product of the correspond
individual Coulomb continuum wave functions. The intern
clear interaction is accounted for as explained in Ref.@26#.
We employ an independent electron description of the tw
electron target atom@7#.

III. RESULTS

We evaluate the recoil-ion DDCS for the ionization
helium by 6 MeV proton impact. The results are shown
Fig. 1 as a function of the recoil-ion momentum compone
PR' andPRi . A peak forPR';13.4 a.u. at the kinematica
threshold (PRi;27.7 a.u.) can be clearly observed in Fi
1. The recoil-ion momentum makes an anglexR590°
1tan21(PRi /PR') measured from the backward directio
Thus the structure occurs at an angle from the backw
direction equal toxR5xTh;60°, exactly as expected for th
recoil-ion in the Thomas process. In fact, in the second s
of the Thomas mechanism the target nucleus is knocked
the electron with velocityv. After the collision, the electron
has changed its direction by approximately 60° toward
forward direction, transferring to the target-ion a momentu
PR with modulev and whose direction forms an equilater
triangle with the initial and final electron velocities, name
xR;60°. It can be easily verified with the two values abo
that the structure in Fig. 1 appears atPR;15.5 a.u., i.e., the
ion velocity for 6 MeV proton impact.

Since PRi5PRi
min1v82/2v, as PRi shifts away from the

threshold valuePRi
min , the collision departs from the electro

capture to the continuum condition@21,22# and the Thomas
peak disappears smoothly, as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. CDW-EIS calculation of the recoil-ion doubly
differential momentum distribution for single ionization of Helium
by 6 MeV proton impact as a function of the recoil-ion momentu
componentsPRi andPR' close thePRi threshold.
6-2
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In Fig. 2 we show the recoil-ion DDCS near the thresho
for different values ofPRi , as a function of the recoil-ion
scattering angle from the backward direction. To each
these curves corresponds two values of the recoil angle
which the electron velocity is parallel tov, namely,

xR
6590°2

1

2
cos21S 16v8/v

2 D ~7!

with v85A2v (PRi2PRi
min). We see that the position ofxR

2 ,
as marked in is figure, is close to the maximum of t
DDCS, while there is a slight shoulder atxR

1.60°. These
results indicate that the Thomas mechanism in ECC a
holds for final electron velocities slightly different fromv.

With the objective of clarifying how the structure at 60
near the threshold associates to the Thomas mechanism
employ different theoretical models to evaluate the recoil-
DDCS. For instance, a simplified Born approximation
which the electron in the final state is described by a pl
wave~Born-PW: dotted line! is known to explain the binary
shoulder fairly well, but not the ECC process. Thus t
recoil-ion DDCS goes to zero asv85A2v(PRi2PRi

min)→0.
Therefore, we display it in Fig. 3 slightly away from th
limit ( v850.055 a.u.). We clearly see that the Born-PW a
proximation fails to show any Thomas structure. However
is important to point out that this is due to the absence o
second interaction of the electron with the target, and no
the vanishing of the cross section at threshold. In fact,
Born approximation~Born: dotted-dashed line! also vanishes
at threshold, even though it correctly accounts for the T
mas peak. The reason is that, in contrast to the Born-
approximation, this theory includes theT-e interaction to all
orders in addition to a first-orderP-e interaction. Therefore
the theory accomplishes the Thomas double mechan
However, since it does not include any final-stateP-e inter-
action, the corresponding recoil-ion DDCS also goes to z

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but as a function of the recoil ion an
xR taken from the backward direction, for fixed values ofPRi
5PRi

min1v82/2v. The arrows mark the anglexR
2 , as defined in the

text.
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at threshold as may be verified from Eq.~3!. We multiply
this DDCS by the distortion factorF(v8) that provides the
ECC cusp in order to get the final-state interaction Bo
approximation~FSI-Born: dashed line!. In spite of its sim-
plicity, this theory is close to the refined CDW-EIS aroun
the Thomas peak, since it accounts for the correct final-s
dynamics at threshold. This simple model can be used
obtain a scaling rule with the projectile charge of the pea

From the knownZP
2 scaling of the Born approximation

and theZP behavior of the distortion factorF(v8), we pre-
dict the peak maximum to behave asZP

3 . While the Thomas

e

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 withv850.055 a.u. The Born plane
wave ~dotted line!, Born ~dotted-dashed line! and final-state inter-
action Born~dashed line! approximations are also displayed.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1 but for~a! 3 MeV and~b! 1 MeV proton
impact.
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scattering angle for the projectileuTh;)me/2M P depends
on the projectile mass, the corresponding one for the re
ion xTh does not. Thus, whileuTh→0 as the projectile mas
increases, which makes it hard to measure because o
tiny projectile deflection,xTh remains equal to 60° for an
ionic specie. This represents one of the great advantage
using the recoil-ion for evidencing the Thomas doub
scattering processes. In particular, theZP

3 scaling indicates
that the Thomas structure in the recoil-ion DDCS would
crease appreciably by using multiply charged projectiles.

We now study the behavior of the ECC Thomas pe
when decreasing the impact energy. Figure 4 shows
recoil-ion momentum distribution for 3 MeV and 1 Me
proton impact energies. We observe how the peak struc
becomes smoother as the impact energy decreases. T
due to the smearing of the structure by the initial moment
distribution of the electron in the target. Again, the structu
are localized aroundPRi and PR' complying withxR;60°
andPR5v for both cases.
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IV. FINAL REMARKS

In summary, we have shown how the recoil-ion mome
tum distribution may be used to identify the Thomas mec
nism in electron capture to the continuum. The double sc
tering implied in the Thomas process is accounted for by
CDW-EIS approximation. TheZP

3 scaling law of the cross
sections around the Thomas peak may encourage ex
ments using the new COLTRIMS technique to verify expe
mentally our theoretical predictions.
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